Most of the "Star Wars" cast returned for this CBS TV special that’s regarded as truly awful, after two years of much dissection, it but copies can be found online.

A darker film than the original, the big plot twist at the end shocked fans and sent them buying tickets to see it again and again.

Lucas wrapped up his original trilogy by making sure most of the good guys turned and most of the bad guys meet their respective doom.

The nauseatingly cute teddy-bear-like creatures from “Return of the Jedi” get the Saturday morning treatment for 26 episodes over two seasons.

The movie voice of C-3PO, Anthony Daniels, also appeared in this cartoon show and the two comic books. The series lasted only 13 episodes and one special.

After a long break, Lucas again visited the "Star Wars" galaxy with a prequel trilogy. Fans who had accepted Ewoks were joined by Jar Jar Binks.

Anakin Skywalker grows up. Rees’s Jaiden powers and becomes a target for dark powers. The dimensions. Subpar script work and poor acting by Hayden Christensen.

Lucas revisited the Clone Wars with a new animated TV series that featured characters from previous films and introduced new ones.

This spinoff of "The Clone Wars" is set in the middle of the prequel trilogy and focuses on Anakin Skywalker’s former apprentice. Season 1 consisted of 16 episodes.

This highly anticipated series featuring Ewan McGregor will fill in some of the gaps between the prequel movies and the original trilogy.

Diego Luna will both produce and star in the return of his character from "Rogue One." "Cassian Andor," in this prequel series to that film.

In another spinoff of "The Mandalorian," Rosario Dawson will return as Ahsoka Tano — Anakin Skywalker’s former apprentice before he turned to the dark side of the Force.

This series about a resistance pilot-turned-spy is set in the middle of the final three films. The series ran for 40 episodes over two seasons.

A bounty hunter is hired to retrieve a young rebel named Jyn Erso from the Empire. So far, 16 episodes have been made.

The series centers on an elite squad of clone troopers — from the Clone Wars, who have genetic mutations. Season 1 consisted of 16 episodes.

This spin-off of "The Mandalorian" follows the exploits of a bounty hunter thought to be killed in "Return of the Jedi." It ran for seven episodes.

A variety of Japanese animators contributed nine half-hour stand-alone animated stories set at various points within the "Star Wars" universe.
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